Fill in the Blanks – Later Conjunctions

Directions: Fill in the blank with the correct conjunction.

1) Our school will go on a field trip _______________ it rains.
   Choices: and, unless

2) Whales are mammals _______________ they live in the water.
   Choices: although, because

3) You should use soap _______________ you wash your hands.
   Choices: after, whenever

4) Hawaii has a governor _______________ it is a state.
   Choices: even though, since

5) It's hard to measure the length of a snake _______________ it is moving.
   Choices: though, while

6) There are airplanes _______________ there are airports.
   Choices: wherever, until

7) The store would not give me a return _______________
   I had a receipt.
   Choices: whenever, even though